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To all whom it may concern.

that connect the wheel-axles.

It also com

Be it known that 1, WILLIAM H. MARTIN, prises the yokes 4, one of which is mounted

IO

a citizen of the United States, residing at Mo on each wheel-axle in position to straddle the
bile, in the county of Mobile and State of wheel, as shown. One end of each yoke 4 is 55
Alabama, have invented new and useful Im extended below the axle and beneath the
provements in Elevated Cycle-Railways, of track-rail and is preferably given a partly
' spiral twist at its lower extremity where it
which the following is a speci?cation.
This invention relates to elevated cycle connects with a socket on a forwardly and
railways, and has for one of its objects to rearwardly extended yoke-frame 5, that may
strengthen the frame or truck of the cycle or support the propelling mechanism and ac
carriage and equalize the distribution of commodations for the cycle-operator and one

weight, and also to provide a simple safety
device for preventing fall of the velocipede
from the elevated track.
15 It is another object of my invention to pro
vide. an improved brake appliance adapted to

or more passengers, if desired.

The cycle may be propelled by any suitable
or convenient motor or power applied through

any appropriate gearing.

65

To the upper part of the suspended yoke
be forced against the elevated track-rail both frame 5 is connected, by sockets or couplings
at top and bottom to immediately and safely 6, a longitudinally-extended brace-rod 7,that
occupies a position below and parallel with 70
check the motion of the vehicle or truck.
Another purpose of my invention is to pro

vide a safety~guard for the seat or seats car

ried by the suspended cycle-frame.

the track-rail. This brace~rod 7 supports
brackets 8, ‘to which‘ are journaled guide
wheels 9, arranged to run along the lower
surface of the double-headed track-rail 2, in

The invention consists in features of con
struction and novel combinations of devices such manner as to assist in holding the cycle 75
25 in elevated cycle or car railways, as herein on its elevated track.
For the purpose of strengthening the cycle
after described and claimed.
_
In the annexed drawings, illustrating my frame and equalizing the Weight on the two
invention, Figure l is a side elevation of a ends of the traction-wheel axles there are
track or rail and a cycle or carriage sup provided two equalizing straps or braces 10,
ported upon or suspended from the elevated constructed from steel and arranged as shown
track. Fig. 2 is an end elevation of my im— in Figs. 1 and 2. At their upper ends these

proved elevated-track cycle or carriage. Fig. equalizing straps or braces 10 are riveted or
3 is an end elevation of a track-brake with

which the cycle may be provided, the track
35 or rail being shown in cross-section. Fig. 4:
is a sectional plan of a portion of elevated
track and one of its bracketsupports. Fig.

otherwise secured to one of the upper longi—
tudinal bars 3 on the side of the cycle oppo
site the depending arms of the yokes 4 to bet
ter equalize the weight on the two ends of the

wheel-axles.
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The depending portions of the

5 is an elevation of one of the track-supports steel equalizing straps or braces 10 are curved
with the rail in cross-section. Fig. 6 is an laterally. across the track-rail 2 at a point be 9O
enlarged end elevation of the double-headed tween the wheels 1, and at their lower ends
they are secured by clips 11 or otherwise to
track-rail.
Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, the numeral 1 the brace-rod 7 beneath the track. It will be
designates the traction-wheels of the elevated obvious that by reason of the construction

carriage or velocipede or truck. As shown and arrangement of the equalizing straps or 95
in
Fig. 2, the wheel-rims are circumferen braces 10 the weight of the cycle will be more
45
tially grooved to take onto the upper head or equally distributed throughout the cycle
?ange of the elevated track-rail 2, which is frame, with the result of imparting a greater
preferably of doubleheaded construction, as steadiness of movement to the velocipede in
carrying heavy weights, besides greatly less
hereinafter described.
ening
any liability to derailment.
The
frame
of
the
cycle
or
truck
comprises
50
On one side of each equalizing strap or brace
two parallel longitudinally-arranged bars 3,

2

a
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10 is secured a safety device consisting of an

also affords facilities for the employment of

outwardly-curved piece of metal forming a lug ?sh bars or plates 33 in smoothly uniting the
or stop 12, Fig. 2, that is so arranged as to rail-joints and securing the track to its ele
catch onto the upper side of the track-rail vated supports. By reference to Fig. 6 it will
and arrest the fall of the cycle in event of de

railment.

Io

‘

i

be seen that the web and ?anges of the rails
2 form with each other the right-angled shoul

‘ At a point below the track-rail 2 there is ders 34, that ?rmly brace the ?sh~bars 33,
carried on the‘straps 10 or brace-rod 7 a sup which are of the same width as the rail-webs
‘ port 13, to which is secured the lower arm of a‘ and consequently ?t closely between the rail

yoke-shaped brake appliance 14, which is con ?anges or heads. The joints of the track are
structed from spring metal. This spring-yoke preferably made at the points where the rails

It carries on the end of each arm a brake-shoe

2 are connected with the metal brackets 35,

15, one of which is adapted to clasp the top Figs. 4 and 5, which are secured to the ends 80
of the track-rail, while the other olasps onto of cross-arms 36, projecting from uprights 37,

the bottom of said rail. A cord 16 is secured that are securely planted at suitable inter
to thelower brake-arm and then passed up vals. The brackets 35 are secured to the
ward over a small pulley 17 on the upper arm, cross-arms 36 by bolts and nuts 38 or other

from which its free end depends. ‘ The nor
20

mally-separated arms of the spring~yoke 14
hold the brake-shoes 15 away from the track;
but by grasping the cord-handle 18 and draw
ing down the cord the spring-yoke 14 will be
compressed and the shoes 15 thereby forced
into clasping engagement with the track, so

wise, and other bolts and nuts 39 are em»

ployed to secure together the rails and ?sh»
bars and to‘fasten them tothe ?anged end of
the brackets.

This track ‘construction is

simple, durable, and comparatively inexpen
sive and readily obviates all loose or rough 90
joints that might obstruct a smooth running

25 as to immediately check or arrest the move of the cycle or truck.
ment of the cycle.
It will be observed that by means of the
The suspended yoke-frame 5 of the cycle or yokes 4 and equalizing-braces 10. the cycle is
velocipede may support one or more seats 19, suspended from one side of the track, so that
arranged in any suitable or convenient man the track-supports will not be in the ‘way of
ner'. “There two seats are provided, the for afree running of the machine or truck, which
ward one may be supported by a vertically latter will carry suspended cars for passen
adjustable standard 20 from the forward gers or freight traffic.
lower portion of the suspended cycle-frame.
What I claim as my invention is—
I00
The rear seat maybe carried by a bracket 21,
1. In an elevated-track cycle, the combina
35 adjustably connected to a rear upright por tion with the cycle-frame, of the equalizing
tion of the yoke~frame 5 by means of clips 22, straps or braces extended from an upper por
Fig. 1. i
tion of the cycle-frame, above the track, to
A platform 23 may be supported on a suit-' a portion of said frame below the track and
able frame composed of a longitudinal bar adapted to equalize the weight on both ends of
24: and cross~bars 25, connected by socket the cycle-axles, enabling the truck to support
clips 26 with the suspended yoke - frame. heavy Weights, substantially as described.
This platform - frame supports a latticed
2. In an elevated-track cycle, the combina
safety-guard 27, provided with a folding gate tion with the cycle frame or truck comprising IIO
28 and surrounding the seats for the passen upper and lower horizontal bars or rods, of
45 gers and cycle-operator.
the equalizing straps or braces extended from
The velocipede or cycle may be propelled the upper bar on one side of the cycle down
by means of a pedal-gear 29, connecting by ward and outward above the track and then
suitable sprocket-gearing 30‘with the axle of to the lower bar or rod of said frame, beneath
one of the traction-Wheels, as shown, or in the track, and adapted to equalize the weight Ii;
SO lieu of this arrangement any suitable motor on both ends of the cycle-axles, and safety
may be employed.
devices carried by said equalizing-braces to
Either or both ends of the suspended cycle engage thetrack in event of derailment, sub
frame may be provided with a cushion or stantially as described.
I20
buffer 31 to absorb the shock of impact in
3. In an elevated-track cycle or truck, the
55 case of a collision.
combination with the traction-wheels and
If desired, an awning 32 may be supported their axles, and the longitudinal bars con
above the seats 19 in any convenient manner. necting said axles, of the yokes mounted on
The elevated track may be single or double said axles to straddle the wheels and each
or it may be made endless, according to the having an arm extended down on one side of 125
purposes or situation of the elevated railway, and below the track, a yoke-frame suspended
whether for traf?c or amusement.
'
from the lower ends of said arms, a longi
As before observed, the track-rails 2 are of tudinally-extended brace-rod connecting the
the double-headed type or ?anged both at front and rear upper portions of said sus
their top and bottom edges. This construc pended yoke-frame, guide-rollers supported
65 tion of rail provides better bearing-surfaces by said brace-rod and engaged with the un
for the traction-wheels 1 and guide-wheels 9 der side of the track, and equalizing straps
and for the upper and lower brake-shoes. It or braces connecting said brace-rod with the
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upper portion of the cycle-frame and adapted frame suspended from the wheel-axles and
provided with upper and lower longitudinal
axles, substantially as described.
bars, the braces connecting said bars and

‘ to equalize the weight on the ends of the cycle

4.. In an elevated-track cycle or truck, the

IO

adapted to equalize the weight on the ends of

combination with the cycle-frame supported the axles, and the spring-yoke-shaped brake
on the axle of the traction-Wheels and sus appliance carried by the cycle-frame and pro
pended on one side of the track, of the equal vided with operating mechanism whereby it
izing braces or straps extended from an up is adapted to clasp the track-rail at top and
per portion of said frame to a lower portion bottom, substantially as described.
35
and adapted to equalize the Weight on the
7. In an elevated-track cycle or truck the
ends of the axles, and safety-stops secured to combination with the suspended yoke-shaped
and projecting from said braces to engage the cycle-frame 5, the longitudinal bar 24 at the
track and arrest the fall of the cycle in event lower part of said frame, the cross-bars 25,
of derailment, substantially as described.
5. In an elevated-track cycle or truck, the
combination with the cycle-frame and a track

and the platform 23 supported on said bars, of
the latticed safety-guard 27 supported from
said platform, and an awning 32 supported by

rail ?anged at top and bottom, of a spring. the upper portion of the yoke-shaped cycle
yoke supported by the cycle-frame and car frame, substantially as described.
rying a brake-shoe on one end of each arm,
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 45
20 one of said brakeshoes being adapted to clasp
my hand in presence of two subscribing wit
the top of the track-rail and the other adapted nesses.
to clasp the bottom of said rail, and a cord
‘VILLIAM H. MARTIN.
and pulley for actuating the yoke-arms to ap
ply the brakes, substantially as described.
lVitnesses :
6. In an elevated-track cycle or truck, the
25
WM. P. BURGETT,
HENRY BARNEWALL.
combination of the trac tion-Wheels, the cycle

